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The elegance and simplicity of the spoken Word Let the power of the Scriptures refresh your soul

and encourage you in daily life when you listen to the precise New American Standard Bible(R).

This recording, which is carefully read word-for-word by masterful narrator Stephen Johnston,

features the NASB without background music. Cutting-edge recording technology delivers the

complete text of Scripture--over 70 hours--in MP3 format. In addition, the DVD includes an

easy-to-navigate PDF interface for Mac or PC, with access to a variety of Bible listening plans which

can also be loaded as playlists. This package includes both DVD and CDs: DVD- Includes all files

on one DVD- Easily loaded onto Macintosh or Windows computer with DVD-ROM drive- Compatible

with newer MP3 devices (128 kpbs sample rate)- Can be played on MP3-enabled DVD player-

Includes playlists for devotional reading- 4 GB of files Three CDs- Can be played on MP3-enabled

CD or DVD player or loaded onto MP3 device- Compact MP3 files (64 kpbs sample rate) require

only 1.9 GB
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This version of the Bible is one of my favorites, so even though I had the NIV on CD, I thought it was

worth the extra to pick up the NASB. The product was workable, but disappointing. The narrator

doesn't read as if he understands what he's reading; it's almost like one of the computer voices. And

I just find that disturbing.If it means anything, I had the opposite problem with my NIV on CD, where

one of the narrators seemed overly dramatic and while varying his tone and intensity, seemed to do

so in some odd places. So it's possible that I'm just hard to please.In any case, the price on this



product makes it a low risk, and you do get the whole Bible twice -- once at 128k (bps?), the other at

64k. Hard to complain too much.

I purchased this item so I could listen to the Bible on my Sansa Clip during my commute to work.

The quality of the recording is good and after some adjustments, I was able to load it on my Clip.

This item as recieved is disorganized and has limited functionality for use on an MP3 in that the

chapters of each book are not organized into books as folders. It may work fine on a PC, however,

the screen of MP3 players is small and if you want to listen to a particular chapter or book, you will

be searching among 1,291 files! Prior to loading on my Clip, I loaded it on my PC and organized it

by moving the chapters into folders as Books. I can now easily select what I wish to listen to by

selecting a Book as I would select an album.

The interactive PDF is amazing! The multiple listening schedules really help you see how easy it

can be to read the entire Bible.Also, I was extremely excited to see that there were 2 file formats

included. One is the interactive PDF DVD, which includes all audio, and the other is MP3, which is

spread out onto 3 CD-ROM disks. You either listen directly from the interactive PDF DVD or simply

import the MP3 files into iTunes, or whatever other audio player you like to use. The files are

completely DRM free, so no need to worry about compatibility.The only drawback (the reason for

only 4 out of 5 stars) is that the reader uses a style of inflection that I find somewhat distracting.

Sadly I did not like this product at all. I admit that I did not use it much because I just could not get

over the choppy delivery of the content. It sounded like they recorded each word individually and

then strung them together with no voice inflection at all. Sentences were hard to distinguish because

of the lack of inflection and I found myself not being able to concentrate after only a few lines being

spoken. I was excited to get this product and then disappointed with its quality.

I just purchased this and the readings are great. The problem is that Disc 1 states that it is suppose

to read up to 2-Samuel chapter 12. Unfortunately, Disc 1 end at 1-Samuel chapter 10. I have about

30+ chapters missing. I have not listened to the end of Disc 2 or 3 yet to see if it is complete.

Disappointing...

The narrator's voice doesn't work well for me... something in his inflection is off-putting. I'm sure

that's a personal preference though I'd recommend listening to a sample to get a feel for it



especially if you'll be listening for hours at a time like I do. That said, the product itself is great - you

basically get two copies of the audio Bible in this set. The sound quality is great (professional studio

recording).

This plus a cheap mp3 player and you have an audio bible you can take anywhere. And if the player

gets damaged, you still have the material. The speaker is good, and the NASB is essentially literal

conservative/evangelical translation.

The voice person reading the Bible as a little cracking in his voice. I use the 68K version on my

SanDisk MP3 playback unit. But I also hear on the 128K version I have on my computer. It is just a

little annoyance, but not enough to stop me from listening. I am Joshua right now in the sound

seems the same all the way through.
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